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Abstract 

The field of language assessment has been slow to catch up with research findings in other areas 

of language learning, largely because of the impracticability of applying concepts such as 

autonomy, collaboration and student-centered learning in the high-stakes context. Because of this, 

standardized tests around the world continue to use a summative, product-oriented, competitive 

format that has been found to be lacking in pedagogic terms. Given the importance of such tests 

to the lives of the language learners, it is inevitable that teaching in this situation becomes test-

driven, motivation becomes extrinsic, and teachers instruct their students in „test-taking‟ 

strategies. Learning how to pass the test becomes more important than gaining mastery of the 

target language, and the development of higher-order thinking skills is sacrificed to memory-

based acquisition of discrete grammatical constructions. The final „result‟ is beneficial to nobody 

except university administrators, who need to manage the intake of students each year (gate 

keeping). 

In view of this situation, this paper examines whether it is practical for high stakes testing to 

take on a different form, more closely suited to the findings of language-learning research. In 

particular, it investigates how current theories regarding student-centered learning might be 

applied to internal and external assessment in schools. (204 words)   

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The topic of involving students in assessment is not a new one for TEFL (Teaching English as a 

Foreign Language) professionals. Academics such as Oscarsson (1997), Blanch (1988), Blue (1988) 

and many others have investigated the topic extensively, so that „self-assessment‟ and „peer-

assessment‟ are terms familiar to most language teachers in the 21st century. However, in the 

current testing frenzy that is sweeping education the world over (Eason, 2005; Gardner, 2000) with 

dubious results (Popham, 2005), the need for the field of assessment to catch up with important 

findings in ELT (English Language Teaching) research has become more urgent. This paper 

therefore investigates how modern educational concepts regarding student autonomy, collaboration, 

meaning, authenticity, emotional growth, and development of higher-order thinking skills might be 

incorporated into testing, on the assumption that assessment and teaching should supplement and 

augment each other as complementary aspects of learning, both at local and at standardized levels 

of assessment. This topic includes Classroom-based Assessment (CBA), in which portfolios, 

presentations, self/peer-assessment, projects and learner journals can be effectively employed. It 



also extends to performance assessment and test design. Finally, a logical application of current 

educational thinking leads to the design of review tests and even end-of-semester tests by the 

students themselves. 

It might seem that the ongoing and personal nature of such innovations can only be appropriate at 

the local, classroom level, with teachers and students cooperating in meaningful, authentic 

assessment (Kohonen, 1999). However, portfolios and presentations on learning projects are 

gradually becoming accepted as indicators of higher-order learning at a national level in other 

countries. Thus, part of the forward-thinking that must take place now in the testing arena in Korea 

is to realize that High-stakes tests are not the only way to evaluate schools and students. As Nichols and 

Berliner (2005) point out: 

 

Finland, the highest achieving country in the world in reading, mathematics and science, have [sic] 

no standardized tests that resemble ours whatsoever, though they use teacher made tests in their 

classroom and school accountability system. Their system uses high standards for allowing 

teachers into the profession, awards high pay and bestows high status to those that enter teaching, 

provides rigorous and extensive professional development for the teachers, and depends on 

trusting relationships to improve academic achievement. Clearly there are highly successful 

models of how to build a national school system that we should study before assuming that our 

corrupting high-stakes accountability system is the only one that will work. (Nichols & Berliner, 

2005, pp. 165-166) 

 

 

2. The situation 

 

English Language Teaching (ELT) has experienced many changes and paradigm shifts during its 

brief lifetime (Graddol. 2007; Legutke & Thomas, 1991, pp. 4-5; Richards & Rodgers, 1986 p. vii; 

Underhill, 1989, p. 250). The propositional-process paradigm shift documented by Breen (1987), 

for example, was one of a number which led to the student being placed at the center of learning, 

managing the learning process. In another tectonic movement, work in the early part of the 20
th

 

century identified group work and collaboration as more effective than individual competition in 

terms of effectiveness of learning (Vygotsky, 1978; Kohn, 1992). 

At the root of many changes has been the problem that students do not learn what teachers teach 

(Allwright, 1984) and cannot apply the things they have learned in school to real life situations. 

This has led to various shifts in educational thinking: 

  

 from a utilitarian view of language education to one which aims to promote the overall 

development of future citizens (Sano et al., 1984, p. 170); 

 from teacher-centered classrooms to learning environments which place the learner at the 

center of the learning process (Tudor, 1996);  

 from transmission of knowledge towards transformation of knowledge and to integration 



of knowledge with existing personal constructs and meanings (Kohonen, 1999, p. 280);   

 from education from the neck up (Rogers, 1975, pp. 40-41) to recognition of affect 

(anxiety, confidence, motivation, attitudes to learning) and emotion as important factors 

controlling the learning process (Stern, 1983).  

 

Language assessment has been slow to catch up with these research findings, largely because of 

the impracticability of applying concepts such as autonomy, collaboration and student-centered 

learning in the high-stakes context. Because of this, high-stakes tests around the world continue to 

use a summative, product-oriented, competitive format that has been found to be lacking in terms of 

pedagogic justification. Given the importance of such tests to the future lives of the language 

learners, it is inevitable that teaching becomes test-driven, motivation becomes extrinsic, and 

teachers instruct their students in „test-taking‟ strategies. Students learn how to pass the test rather 

than how to use the target language, and the development of higher-order thinking skills is 

sacrificed to memory-based acquisition of discrete linguistic knowledge. However, changes which 

occurred in the 20
th

 century in social science, psychology, philosophy, and political science, indicate 

that in modern society, learning and understanding metaskills (problem-solving, critical thinking, 

etc.) are more important than knowledge (Finch, 2006).  

The test-driven classroom is responsible for four forms of alienation (Stevick, 1976), which have 

produced the failure of modern language teaching:  

 

1. alienation of the learners from the materials;  

2. alienation of the learners from themselves;  

3. alienation of the learners from the class; and 

4. alienation of the learners from the teacher. (Stevick, 1976, p. 225) 

 

Other disadvantages of high stakes testing include the excessive time needed for testing, and 

preparing for the test, along with the decreasing range of subject matter areas that are assessed. It is 

a sad fact that subjects valued by many citizens and educators (e.g., creative writing, art, social 

studies) are often dropped from school curricula, with students learning more and more about less 

and less. However, intensive test preparation and narrowing of the curriculum both serve to distort 

the things being measured. Students who study test-preparation strategies 12 hours a day are not 

providing information on their linguistic abilities when they take the final test. In this case, the high-

stakes indicator of learning has become corrupted, and is virtually meaningless. 

This leads us to the issue of the morale of teachers and administrators. Whatever they think about 

the test-driven classroom, many high-school teachers have no choice but to „buy into it,‟ since to do 

otherwise would anger parents, students and politicians. The result in the USA is that “Good 

administrators and good teachers are being driven out of the profession” (Nichols & Berliner, 2005, 

p. 169). When we consider the fact that teaching is a vocation which traditionally attracts people 

who are extraordinarily dedicated to helping children – a workforce that other professions can only 

dream of - “Reform minded governments would do well to consider what is lost by squandering 



such a resource … and what the costs would be of finding an equally effective replacement” 

(Leithwood, et al. 2002, p. 115). 

The final „result‟ is beneficial to nobody except university administrators who need a way of 

controlling the intake of new students each year (gate keeping). As Darling-Hammond points out, 

high stakes testing has “failed wherever it has been tried” (Darling-Hammond, 1997, p. 238), and 

such tests do not measure the real goals of education.  

 

Standardized tests can‟t measure initiative, creativity, imagination, conceptual thinking, 

curiosity, effort, irony, judgment, commitment, nuance, good will, ethical reflection, or a host 

of other valuable dispositions and attributes. What they can measure and count are isolated 

skills, specific facts and functions, the least interesting and least significant aspects of learning. 

(Ayers, 1993, p. 116) 

 

A radical rethinking of assessment policies in Korea is therefore necessary, since the present model 

would be unsatisfactory even if it worked! Imagine a society full of A
+
 students as defined by 

traditional education. Who would drive the trains, clean the streets, grow the food, and deliver the 

newspapers? Such roles are integral to society, yet their artisans are seen (and perceive themselves) 

as unsuccessful products of the educational system. Young people who possess practical skills are 

forced to attend secondary institutions that tell them they are failures. They then move on to 

Technical Colleges, learning skills that are the lifeblood of the community, but which are seen by 

everyone (including themselves) as „second best‟ options.  

Educational theorists are currently addressing the problems associated with an under-performing 

education system by revisiting ideas that Rogers, Dewey, Bruner, Frière and Vygotsky were 

expressing before Applied Linguistics was born. Indeed, a holistic view of education, which can be 

traced back to Aristotle, Plato, and early oriental philosophers, represents a return to basic principles, 

rather than simply another fashionable trend. In Korea, the ideal of Hongik-Ingan (contributing to 

the overall benefit of humankind) has always been at the heart of education. Such an emphasis must 

surely be given utmost urgency in these times of natural and man-made disasters; times in which 

society, in its deification of monetary gain, has neglected moral education; times in which an ethical 

awareness must extend to every aspect of life.  

 

 

3. Questions for assessors 

 

Language education is typically poor in producing learners who can be termed successful, even 

within the narrow criterion of linguistic proficiency. When we consider the additional need to 

facilitate affective, cognitive, social and cultural learning, then the question “How can language be 

taught and assessed effectively?” must be exchanged for “How can the language classroom and 

language tests become instruments of positive attitude change?” In other words, “How can language 

classrooms and assessment mirror changes in social development, and produce future citizens 



equipped to take on the challenges of a century in which the only constant factor will be change?”  

Legutke & Thomas (1991, pp. 7-10) pose a number of questions which are relevant at this point. 

These questions have been adapted to the purpose of this paper, but retain their original meaning. It 

is interesting that they do not mention assessment in their original form, being concerned only with 

the learning environment. By adding a focus on assessment, however, they become more 

meaningful to teachers and assessors, since they acknowledge and emphasize that assessment is an 

integral part of teaching and learning – that the ultimate goal of assessment is to provide 

information to teachers and learners so that learning can become more effective. 

 

Question 1: Is it possible and feasible to turn learners‟ classrooms [assessment] into whole-

person events, where body and soul, intellect and feeling, head, hand and heart converge in 

action? 

Question 2: Can second-language (L2) learning [assessment] be a satisfying activity in itself? 

What adventures and challenges are possible under the very conditions of L2 learning 

[assessment]? 

Question 3: What needs to be done to regain some of this creative potential in the L2 classroom 

[assessment]? Do we have to consider individual and cultural differences? 

Question 4: What needs to be done to create situations and scenarios where communication in 

the target language [assessment] could be more meaningful? What are the roles of teacher, 

learners, topic and input in such scenarios? Could even inter- and intra-student discourse be 

carried out in the target language? 

Question 5: What needs to be done to develop in learners such a capacity for critique? How can 

they become co-managers of their learning and participate in their own teaching 

[assessment]? How do we create the learning space so that learners can take initiatives to 

pursue their own learning [assessment] for their own benefit, and to discover their own 

learning styles? (Legutke & Thomas, 1991, pp. 7-10) 

 

These questions highlight both the problem and a means of addressing it. It is no longer defensible 

for educators to use discrete-item testing of dubious linguistic constructs. Instead, the need to 

understand performance itself and the processing (and affective) factors which influence it, require 

reflective forms of assessment in instructionally relevant classroom activities (communicative 

performance assessment, language portfolios and self-assessment), which focus on integration of 

instruction and assessment. In this two-way process, the essentially interactive nature of learning is 

extended to the process of assessment (Williams & Burden, 1997, p. 42), examining what learners 

can do with their language, through real-life language use tasks (cf. Weir, 1998, p. 9).  

The four alienations identified by Stevick can be reduced if classroom events and assessment 

include:  

 

 learning in the here and now;  

 student-offered material as the basis for learning and practicing language structures;  



 interpersonal sharing; and  

 self-awareness and realization. (Galyean, 1977) 

 

 

4. Process-based, naturalistic assessment 

 

Formative, process-based evaluations are an attempt to integrate teaching with assessment, and 

focus on what is actually going on in classrooms, rather than what is assumed to be going on: “One 

can then determine not only whether a program really works, or works better, but if so, why, and if 

not, why not” (Long, 1984, p. 422). This need to assess what happens in the classroom from the 

perspective of the participants has given rise to forms of illuminative and naturalistic (non-

scientific) evaluation (Williams & Burden, 1994, p. 23), in which the evaluator is involved in the 

day-to-day working of the course, and data is yielded that assists and guides decision-making. The 

role of the evaluator/teacher is to produce an “interpretation of a highly complex system” (Parlett, 

1981, p. 421), understanding the questions raised by participants rather than setting his/her own 

questions for investigation, and taking into account the background, culture, politics, and aims of 

different participants, as well as the hidden curriculum and opinions of the teacher. (Shin, 2003). 

Naturalistic inquiry is shaped by the belief that there can be no meaningful separation of facts from 

values, and that “phenomena can be understood only within the context in which they are studied” 

(Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p. 45). According to this approach, the language course is seen as a 

process that is continuously changing.  

A variety of information-gathering techniques are used in naturalistic assessment: i) interviews; ii) 

questionnaires; iii) observation; iv) diaries; v) student records; and vi) portfolios. Naturalistic 

enquiry can thus provide important information to the most important people in the learning process 

– the students and the teacher. From the point of view of the students, there can be attention to 

product as well as process, in that they can have a learning journal (dairy) and one or more 

portfolios as evidence of the growth that has occurred during the language course. They might also 

have videos of projects designed and performed by them. These will all assist in the formation of 

positive attitudes to learning, and will therefore improve the quality of learning itself (success 

breeds success).  

Naturalistic assessment happens all the time. The teacher sets up a non-threatening environment, 

with portfolios, journals, self-assessment, etc., and then observes the results and the process. As 

time passes, trends appear, and it becomes evident that certain aspects of learning need extra 

attention. At that time, the teacher can adjust his/her teaching accordingly, and repair the learning 

process at first hand, without delay, and on an individual, group or class basis. The tools for doing 

this are the assessment instruments:  

 

 Learning journals can uncover anxieties and emotional problems that are interfering with 

learning;  

 portfolios can show that organizational skills have been acquired;  



 observations can bring interaction issues to light;  

 open-ended interviews can reveal concerns previously unimagined by the teacher; and 

 well−crafted performance assessments give students the chance to show what they know 

and can do and to provide teachers with the tools to assess these abilities. (Furger, 2002) 

 

 

5. Negotiation 

 

5.1 Learning conferences 

 

The traditional view of assessment at every level is external and „teacher-centered‟, in that the 

teacher or the external examiner designs and administers the tests. However, if we apply principles 

of autonomy and student-centeredness to assessment, we can see that students need to be involved 

in assessment at every point. This leads to the concept of “learning conversations” (Harri-Augstein 

& Thomas, 1991), in which students discuss the learning that has occurred up to that point, and 

make further learning goals based upon their conclusions. Such conversations can occur as a regular 

part of the coursework, or can be used as content-based oral performance assessments, with the 

teacher observing the language used by the students. Test-anxiety is lowered by allowing students to 

attend in self-selected groups and to determine the format of the discussion. As they talk about the 

semester and their performance in terms of learning goals, they refer to their textbooks, portfolios, 

speaking journals, and any other materials they choose to bring along. In part 1 of the evaluation 

session, students talk about their initial learning goals and whether these have changed over the 

semester. In part 2, they then discuss the projects they devised and performed during the semester, 

and the teacher is allowed to join in the conversation to offer advice on issues that arise. Students 

are thus encouraged to see this as a useful (and painless) learning tool, rather than a proficiency test.  

 

5.2 Negotiating grades 

 

Another way to involve students in their own assessment is to ask them to discuss their grades. 

Grade negotiation is an interesting method of promoting realistic attitudes to learning, and functions 

in a similar format to the learning conversations of the previous section (the final learning 

conversation in a semester can easily contain grade negotiation). Figure 1 shows information that 

can be given to students prior to the assessment session and Figure 2 shows a self-assessment sheet. 

 

FIGURE 1: Grade negotiation: Information sheet (Finch & Shin, 2005, p. 501) 

Grade Negotiation  

Self-assessment and peer-assessment are used during the course, so that you can learn how to assess 

yourself realistically and honestly. This is an important life-skill. Now, please think about your 

performance this semester: 

 



 Have you improved?  

 How is your portfolio? 

 How is your Learning journal? 

 How was your presentation? 

 How was your participation?  

 How was your cognitive growth? 

 How was your affective growth? 

 How was your social growth? 

 If you could give yourself the final grade, what would it be? 

 

Growth is an important criterion. It is normal to have problems such as overwork, lack of time, other 

commitments, lack of confidence, not feeling good, etc. How did you deal with these problems? Did 

you keep doing your best? Did you learn to trust yourself and to trust other people? Did you cooperate 

with your presentation group members? Can other people count on you? What do your group 

members say about your teamwork? 

 

Your proficiency level at the beginning of the course is important only because it is a starting point. 

Do not compare your level with other people. Think about how you have developed from your starting 

point. What have you learned (cognitively, affectively, and socially)? What have you done this 

semester? 

 

FIGURE 2: My grade: Self/peer-assessment (Finch & Shin, 2005, p. 502) 

Self/Peer-Assessment: My Grade 

 

1. Pairwork: 

 Look at the Grade Negotiation Table on this sheet. 

 Talk about the topics in pairs. 

 Agree on a grade for yourself and your partner. 

2. Groupwork 

 Talk about the topics in groups. 

 Tell the others in the group why you think you deserve your grade. 

 Agree on grades with your group members. 

 Write your grade in the Class Journal. 

 

9, 10 = Wonderful (I did my best all the time and I overcame my difficulties.) 

7, 8 = Good (I did my best most of the time, and I had some valuable learning experiences.) 

5, 6 = OK (I worked hard, though some problems were too much for me.) 

3, 4 = Below OK (I did not come up to my usual standards. I will be more diligent next time I 

have the opportunity.) 

0, 1, 2 = Poor (I could have done much better. I need to organize myself and my studies) 



 

Grade Negotiation Table 0 to 10 

1. My participation in class activities during the semester was …..  

2. My portfolio (preparation, organization) was …  

3. My Learner Journal was …  

4. My presentation lesson (preparation, collaboration) was …  

5. My cognitive development (linguistic and thinking skills) was …  

6. My affective development (confidence, motivation) was …  

7. My social development (cooperation, responsibility) was …  

8. My self-assessments (honest, regular) were …  

9. The peer-assessments done by me (honest, regular) were …  

10. My entries in the Class Journal (honest, regular) were …  

TOTAL/100  

 

In my opinion, the grade I deserve for this semester is (Circle the grade): 

A+ A
O
 A- B+ B

O
 B- C+ C

O
 C- D F 

97-100 94-96 90-93 87-89 84-86 80-83 77-79 74-76 70-73 60-69 0-59 

. 

 

As we can see in Figure 1, students are asked to consider every aspect of learning that occurred 

during the semester. They are also asked to think in terms of absolute assessment. Students are now 

taking on the teacher‟s function of making a report of growth over the semester, based on the 

achievements and learning events. This has added meaning, since it is the people concerned who are 

producing the reports, explaining themselves to their peers, and agreeing on a suitable grade. This 

negotiation session has therefore taken the issue of student responsibility to its logical conclusion, 

by involving the learners in the grade-decision process. It is up to the teacher, as final arbiter, 

whether to accept these suggested grades, but if students have successfully acquired assessment 

skills and social skills during the semester, then the results of such a session should be well thought-

out, well argued and honest. If the negotiation session is carried out as a learning conversation, with 

the teacher present, then there will be opportunity to discuss the grades with the students, and to ask 

them to support their opinions, though this one-on-one approach also has potential to be threatening.  

The issue here is one of trust. If there are problems with students not taking the session seriously, 

then further training in assessment skills and collaboration skills will be needed before they can be 

involved in another negotiation session. If there has been sufficient preparation, however 

(notification on the assessment schedule for the semester, information about the session on the 

course notice board, etc.), students are usually eager to take the opportunity to discuss this final 

aspect of assessment seriously and honestly. We (teachers) must remember that it is our duty to 

allow positive outcomes in class, in addition to being prepared for negative ones. If students are 

ready for a negotiation session, it can represent the culmination of a semester of self/peer-

assessment, and can finish off the assessment process by allowing students to reflect deeply on their 



achievements and future goals. 

 

 

6. Collaborative test-making 

 

The purpose of this paper is to show that formative process-based assessment can be used 

effectively and efficiently in EFL classes, and that it can improve the learning in the class through 

heightened awareness of the learning needs on the part of the teacher and the students. Because it is 

process-based, student-centered, and formative, such assessment i) is ongoing; ii) is integrated with 

instruction; iii) is meaningful to the students; and iv) feeds information back into the course, thus 

modifying the teaching and learning that occurs. It follows from these characteristics that 

assessment is happening all the time. The teacher observes classroom events and takes appropriate 

actions; the students perform self/peer-assessments and make new learning goals based upon their 

reflections.  

In this situation, portfolios, learner journals, interviews, observations and self-assessments will 

take up most of the students‟ and teachers‟ time during the semester. However, there are times when 

more formal assessment is required. Some examples are placement tests, proficiency tests, and end-

of-semester tests. These are usually required by the educational institution, and teachers have no 

option but to prepare and administer the tests. It is at this stage that teachers face the dilemma of 

whether to give a CSAT
1
-style test in order to prepare students for the university entrance test, or 

whether to test performance and growth over the semester. 

If we continue using the principles of autonomy and „learning by doing‟ that have illuminated the 

paper thus far, we can see that it makes sense, even at this stage, to involve students in their own 

test-making. Whereas test-preparation is a short-term learning strategy, the ability to write tests calls 

upon all the higher-order thinking skills required by the 7
th

 National Curriculum, and empowers 

students with assessment skills for their entire lives. Students who experience test-making are 

practicing a particular type of self-assessment, and thus developing cognitive and linguistic skills. 

By making a review test based on a chapter of the school textbook (for example), students apply 

critical thinking skills to the content of the chapter. When deciding what should be tested, and how 

it should be tested, they are understanding the learning content and working with it. Just as the best 

way to learn something is to teach it to someone else (preferably in their Zones of Proximal 

Development), so it can be said that comprehension, problem-solving and critical thinking are 

enhanced by writing a test (Shin, 2002). It can therefore be very interesting to ask students at any 

level and any age to write the end-of-term test, or simply the regular review tests for each chapter of 

the school textbook (Finch, 2005).  

This approach gives great freedom to teachers and students. It not only assesses learning, but also 

critical analysis, in that students have to examine the textbook and decide upon appropriate test 

topics and questions. If we extend the format to include open-book questions, the opportunity for 

assessing understanding and higher-order thinking skills are increased. An open-book test 

                                            
1 CSAT = College Scholastic Aptitude Test 



minimizes the attention to memory that dominates most formal tests. By allowing students to access 

the required information in their textbooks, the test questions can focus on higher-order thinking 

skills, and can ask students to perform tasks with the information, rather than just repeating it. 

Information is accessible in many media in the 21
st
 century, and to reward students only for their 

memory skills is to ignore an important fact of life – the need to know how to find and use 

information. 

In addition, a group-test format can be employed. Although most tests are taken individually and 

competitively, we must remember that collaboration is a more effective learning tool than 

competition, and that teamwork is highly valued by future employers. It is reasonable, therefore to 

„practice what we preach‟ by testing students in groups. There will be cases in which some students 

rely on other group members excessively, but there will be more instances in which students who 

have grasped the value of working together will produce excellent results. Some groups will work 

through the questions together, producing a consensus result, while others will allocate different 

questions to different group members, who will report back to the group when they have finished. 

In this sense, the test is not only evaluating course content, but is also promoting collaboration and 

social skills and offering a further opportunity for development. There are always ways of obtaining 

individual scores, but very few means of finding out how effective students are at working together.  

Additional advantages are that the test need have no time limit, and there can be one test-booklet 

for each group. This format encourages real group-reporting skills, and simulates real-life situations 

more accurately than normal tests. Students are free (and have the responsibility) to turn in the best 

effort they can manage together. Lastly, students can be encouraged to discuss test-taking strategies 

and to make a plan for the test. In other words, a real-life situation (the planning meeting) is being 

simulated. Videos of students making and taking group-tests can be viewed at: 

www.finchpark.com/videos/alt_assess/. 

 

 

7. Multiple-choice test-items 

 

If teachers feel unsure in terms of asking their students to write regular review tests, or the end-of-

semester test, they will have to make them by themselves. In this case, multiple-choice items are 

usually used, since they are easy to administer, easy to mark, and suitable for “number-crunching” 

(using quantifiable results “objective” of tests to select students for a limited number of 

school/scholarship/job positions). When using multiple-choice tests, however, we must constantly 

ask ourselves whether we are formatively evaluating language performance, or whether we are 

testing the students‟ ability to take multiple-choice tests.  

On the positive side, multiple-choice tests can be used to measure simple linguistic aspects 

(grammar, vocabulary, structure), reading comprehension, and even (when used appropriately) 

some higher-order thinking skills. There are also, however, a number of dangers and pitfalls, of 

which we need to be aware: 

 



1. grammatical inaccuracies; 

2. incorrect answers to multiple-choice questions and reading passages; 

3. more than one appropriate response to multiple-choice questions; 

4. poorly-constructed passages (not conforming to the rules of paragraph construction); 

5. illogical passages (poor expositions of unfounded, opinion-based arguments); 

6. inappropriate use of the target language; and 

7. inappropriate content (racist, sexist, discriminatory) (Finch, 2004, p. 310) 

 

 In addition to these problems, we also have the issues of test-item validity and reliability. If we 

make the answer options too close in meaning, then students can claim that the test is invalid. 

However, if we make the options too unreasonable, then the correct answer will be chosen by 

everybody, and certain options will become redundant. For this reason, multiple choice tests can 

only function well when piloted responses to the test-items undergo thorough analysis. 

When making test-items, therefore, we need to decide what we wish to assess, and then make 

simple, clear, unambiguous (piloted) test-items. Rather than evaluating low-order knowledge, we 

should try to develop the skills necessary for reading in real life. This can be done by making test-

items based on: i) recalling facts; ii) understanding facts; iii) recognizing words in context; iv) 

distinguishing fact from opinion; v) keeping events in order; vi) making correct inferences; and vii)  

understanding main ideas (Spargo, 1998). 

Figure 3 offers an example of how the traditional multiple-choice format might be changed to 

avoid the problems outlined above and to encourage higher-order thinking skills. This test item 

requires students to recognize words in context (inferring), and refers to a reading passage.  

 

FIGURE 3: Recognizing words in context (Adapted from Spargo, 1998) 

 

Question 1: Instructions 

Find the word vital in the passage. One definition below means the same or almost the 

same thing. It is a synonym for vital. One definition has the opposite or nearly 

opposite meaning. It is an antonym. The other has a completely different meaning. 

Circle the correct options: S (synonym), A (antonym), or D (different). 

 unimportant 

 lively 

 crucial 

S   A   D 

S   A   D 

S   A   D 

 

More cognition is going on now, as students comprehend the instructions and then answer this 

question. The use of the meta-language terms synonym and antonym is no real problem. They 

represent useful new vocabulary for the students, and they help to raise awareness of these concepts. 

The main point is that students are choosing the correct definition for vital, dependent upon context. 

If there is a problem, then it is that the synonym crucial is more difficult to understand than vital. 

When testing vocabulary, it is important (even vital!) that the options are at the appropriate level 



and are easier to understand than the word they are being compared with. 

As we can see, teachers can make such an item with ease, and need not worry about inappropriate 

answers. Instead of choosing one „correct‟ answer, students have to find responses for each option, 

and these responses must be the result of cognitive analysis of the reading passage. There are no 

redundant options, and the answers cannot simply be deduced from the test-item itself. This 

approach can be applied to i) recalling facts; ii) understanding facts; iii) recognizing words in 

context; iv) distinguishing fact from opinion; v) keeping events in order; vi) making correct 

inferences; and vii) understanding main ideas (Spargo, 1998). 

 

 

8. Conclusion 

 

In view of the high-stakes, test-driven nature of secondary education in Korea, it can be difficult 

and even depressing for teachers who wish to take a student-centered, communicative, collaborative 

approach, in order to promote meaningful learning and holistic, intrapersonal/interpersonal growth. 

Any divergence from the textbook, the test-determined syllabus, or the teacher-fronted grammar-

translation teaching method, can incur immediate protests from students, parents and principals, all 

of whom are ruled by the all-powerful testing culture. However, it has been shown that that 

“working together to achieve a common goal produces higher achievement and greater productivity 

than does working alone [and] is so well confirmed by so much research that it stands as one of the 

strongest principles of social and organizational psychology” (Johnson & Johnson, 1991, p. 40). 

Therefore, if we can encourage students to study together and to see each other as collaborators 

rather than as competitors, it is quite likely that they would all have improved scores on 

standardized tests. 

Asking high school students to make review tests based on the textbook has the potential to 

promote critical thinking, collaboration, comprehension and problem solving as part of the test-

driven scenario, rather than in opposition to it (Finch, 2005; McClean, 1995). However, we need to 

consider the implications carefully. If it can be shown that any educational innovation is an efficient 

way of improving their scores on the university entrance test, then it would not be long before every 

teacher would be required by the powers-that-be to carry out this practice. Test scores in general 

would rise, and the cut-off point for acceptance to the best universities would also rise. In other 

words, nothing would change; the same propositional (educationally unsound) tests would continue 

to determine the lives of every individual taking the test countrywide, and the English language 

lesson would continue be dominated by short-term, extrinsic motivation.  

When considering alternatives to this situation, educators must remember the basic, holistic 

purpose of education, before asking the question of what leads to excellence. The „winners‟ in the 

present situation are those with the best memories, and this is of little use for a society that needs 

creative, inspired team-work: “it is quite clear that it [competition] has no adaptive value whatever 

in the modern world” (Montagu, 1973, p. 72.). If the goal of education is to produce “A person who 

seeks to develop his/her own individuality on the basis of well-rounded and wholesome 



development” (Korea Institute of Curriculum and Evaluation, 2007), then teachers need to construct 

their learning environments in a way that will produce such a result. This will involve replacing the 

present test-driven approach with public accountability, continuous assessment, portfolios, language 

projects, and encouragement of intrinsic learning. In view of the general consensus that this is 

highly desirable but impractical, teachers need to ask themselves whose interest they are serving in 

the present situation: 

 

Are we creative agents of social change or are we dispensers of band-Aids to the injured and 

facilitators of adjustment to „the way things are‟? (Elleson, 1983, p. 198) 

 

The administrative pressure for teachers and professors to „come-up with the numbers‟ and to rank 

language achievement „objectively‟ has resulted in summative, memory-based testing, with its 

avoidance of personal, social and affective development. However, such testing, which concentrates 

on the “target-like appearance of forms” (Larsen-Freeman, 1997, p. 155) ignores the fact that “we 

have no mechanism for deciding which of the phenomena described or reported to be carried out by 

the learner are in fact those that lead to language acquisition” (Seliger, 1984, p. 37), as well as the 

fact that the learner‟s interlanguage is not a steady commodity and often deteriorates prior to 

internalizing new content. Even if we could ignore such considerations, we would still have to 

recognize that the competitive testing culture has been shown to be unsuccessful according to its 

own criteria. Thus, many people who excel in high-stakes tests such as the Test of English for 

International Communication (TOEIC) are unable to communicate effectively and fluently in the 

target language. Knowledge-based testing fails to assess whether the learning content has been 

internalized and can be applied (or is applicable) in non-rehearsed situations. 

It is vitally important, therefore, that educators seriously address the understanding crisis and 

reinvestigate the purpose of education and assessment, the role of the teacher, and the expectations 

of society. In an era in which unlimited information is publicly available on the Internet, and in 

which rapid advances in technology make the conventional teacher‟s learning irrelevant, we must 

look at the assumptions that underlie our educational practices and ask why it is that they continue 

to use pedagogically unsound high-stakes testing. 

This paper has shown that research findings concerning the desirability of a student-centered, 

autonomous, collaborative approach to learning can be applied to assessment within the classroom, 

with resulting promotion of cognitive, affective, social and cultural growth. In terms of standardized 

testing, it is necessary to identify national priorities. If cost is more important than producing 

informed, competent, creative citizens, then multiple-choice, high-stakes testing will continue. As 

the saying goes, „You get what you pay for.‟ If educational assessment is judged by its cost-

effectiveness, then the results will match that criteria. However, if assessment is seen as vital for the 

growth of the nation, its citizens, and the economy, then standardized assessment must „move with 

the times‟ and must be made accountable to current trends in society. The current individualized, 

competitive test format is irrelevant in terms of preparation for life, and memory-based trivia 

learned for such tests are duly forgotten by test-takers.  



We now have the means to take a different path. Countries such as Finland and Denmark have 

adopted a process-based approach to assessment, and consequently have transformed their 

economies by injecting creative, competent, skilled citizens into their societies. If Korea is to 

survive as a global power in the coming century, it must examine these options and radically 

transform its assessment policies. 

In conclusion, Gardner proposes a single criterion for effective education: “An education that yields 

greater understanding in students
2
 (Gardner, 1993, p. 145). He also (1999) asked those who 

support high-stakes testing: 

 

… to think of what it means to be educated in a discipline where one learns to think like a 

scientist, a mathematician, an artist or an historian. He asked them to think of what it meant in 

the disciplines to pursue the meaning of truth and its equally important opposite, what is false 

or what is indeterminate. He asked them to think of what it means to understand beauty, and its 

equally important opposites, ugliness or kitsch. He challenged them to think of what it means 

to deal with what is good and what is evil in this world. After we engage in Gardner‟s exercise, 

we must ask ourselves if the assessment tools used for high-stakes testing are designed to 

measure these things, or are they likely to miss them completely? (Nichols & Berliner, 2006, 

pp. 169-170) 
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